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4.     EVIL AND WHAT TO DO ABOUT IT 

 What points gave you new insight to this topic? 

 What ideas caught your attention in this episode? 

 What did you have a strong reaction to? 

 What surprised you? 

 What’s new for you? 

 What points reinforced your own understanding about this topic? 

 What do you have questions about? 

 

 

4.1   Is evil real?  

a) What do you think about the concept of structural evil – laws, practices, assumptions that keep people poor, enslaved 

and misunderstood? 

b) Identify structural evils that impact your world...think of an injustice you feel passionate about and describe the struc-

tural evils that allow it to continue. 

c) Where do you think evil comes from?  

d) In what contexts do people use the word “evil” in our society? And to what effect?  

e) Fr Bruce Boase suggests that we can start dealing with evil by nurturing our children well. What else can we do? 

f) Marian Free identifies that the understanding of there being good vs evil is a 1st century concept that is very present 

in the New Testament. What Bible verses/passages/stories speak of evil? What do they teach us about the nature of 

the world, human interaction and choice? In what ways is that understanding helpful to 21st century humans? Suggest 

new terms that could help us think and talk about the nature of evil in our society? 

g) “The presence of God is what stands and shines light in the places that we recognise as evil” Penny Jones How does 

this idea impact your thoughts about and experience of evil? 
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4.2   Is a person born evil, or do they become evil, or is there another                                         

 interpretation for behaviour that we perceive to be intrinsically evil?  

a) Is there a reason for evil to exist? Would we be better off without it? 

b) Human beings can make choices that hurt and degrade others. Where does the brokenness come from? And how do we 

make sense of that? What can we do to help? 

c) To what extent is a discussion of the nature of evil helpful? 

d) Are there places, times, situations that would be helped by a discussion of the nature of evil? What/where/how? 

e) Peter Kline asks some great questions that have occupied theologians and lay people for millennia, spend some time 

with the following questions and see what you think. 

f) Are we born sinful  or does sinfulness come later? 

 

 

4.3   Why do some people get away with doing really bad stuff?  

a) “Christianity says something different: that even the most horrendous acts of injustice here will be met with an unfath-

omable, transformative love. 

(Peter Kline) If this is what awaits us, how might that influence matters of conflict here and now? 

b) What is the difference between justice and forgiveness? 

c) Identify an area of human life where you see people getting away with bad stuff? 

d) Identify what needs to be done or said in that situation to transform it. 

e) Who could do this, what might we \do now that could influence that situation for good? 

f) In understandings about Karma, it seems there are penalties built into our existence for doing the wrong thing. Does 

Christianity have penalties? 

 

 

4.4   What happens when the Church allows evil actions within its walls? Where is God in that?  

a) In recent years it has become very clear that individuals within the Church are capable of perpetrating great harm. Sev-

eral responses suggest that God is with the hurt ones. In what way is God with those who perpetrate harm? Where 

should we be? 

b) “Part of Christianity’s message ultimately is that you don’t have to be afraid of confronting disorder and brokenness and 

evil...you don’t need to turn away from it” In what ways could this idea give us a way to move forward and to prevent 

harm in the future? 

c) Where would you say your faith lies? In God and Jesus? In the Church? How do we recover faith that may be damaged 

by evil actions within the Church, both our own faith and that of our communities? 

 

 


